What’s next?

The MA program in English at MARQUETTE is …

Public-facing. Now more than ever, society needs imaginative
critical thinkers. MU’s English graduate program seeks to cultivate
diverse communities, conversations and careers. all English graduate
students will participate in a small seminar exploring the question of
how and why the humanities matter beyond the academy. Students will
also attend MU’s intensive graduate careers boot camp.

Personal and flexible. every student works with a faculty
mentor to discern their own path through the degree and into a career.
MA students can apply for paid MAPS (Milwaukee Applied Partners)
internship/fellowships; work with faculty on professional projects; or
write scholarly/creative culminating theses. The Accelerated Degree
Program (ADP) offers highly-qualified Marquette students the chance
to earn a master’s with one additional year of post-baccalaureate study.

Affordable. All MA students, including ADPs in their second year,
receive a partial tuition subsidy which offers access to a private
education at a cost ($500/credit) that is lower than most public
universities. applicants to the 2-year MA are also considered for
additional support including MAPS fellowships and departmental
assistantships.

Apply here. https://www.marquette.edu/grad/future-apply.php No
GRE is required. The application fee will be waived for current MU
undergraduates. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis
throughout the academic year. Questions? Contact Dr. Ben Pladek,
Director of Graduate Studies or Dr. Gerry Canavan, Chair.